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Lengthy battle of the gab

Foftunately, Russia is under some pressure to
reach an accord. Its stagnant economy is straining
to make a recent 15% increase in defence spending.
In terms of gross national product, Moscow spends
lSVo-LB% on defence, over twice that of the U.S.

Ronald Reagan's new Star Wars anti-missile sys-
tem is extremely bad news for Moscow. To match
this space defence, Moscow will have to come up
with at least $130 billion over the next decade. Just
to keep up with the wealthy Americans, Russia has
to spend $2 for every dollar invested by the Penta-
gon. The Americans, like poker players with unlim-
ited credit, like this game.

Russia has neither the technology nor the money
available to mount a Star Wars system. Attempting
to do so will mean denying funds to the Soviet
ground forces, something that Russia's tank gener-
als will find unthinkable. As a result, Moscow's
main priority in the upcoming talks is to convince
Washington to scrap its lead in space weapons.

TTto garn rnrs goar, xussra may nave to agree to
I reduce its enormously potent arsenal of land-

4- based heavy missiles. The prime American
objective will be to get Moscow to -crap some of its
SS-18 missiles, monsters that can carry 5O-megaton
warheads.

While these mind-bending matters of life and
death are discussed, we may be assured that the
Western media will turn the whole process into a
three-ring circus. Reporters will demand daily
"progress reports." Every smile or frown of nego-
tiators will launch banner headlines.

We have only to think back to the media carnival
over deployment of cruise missiles in Europe to get
a foretaste of what the new arms talks will bring.
The Russians, of course, are masters at this sort of
thing.

The moral of this story is not to expect too much
from the forthcoming talks. They may well drag on
for years or end in mutual acrimony. Even if
agreements are made, the outcome will certainly
not inaugurate a new era of nuclear-free peace.
While talks drone on, both sides will race to
increase their arsenals.

And even if an improbable 507o cut in nuclear
weapons is somehow achieved, both sides will still
be left with 7,500 warheads, more than enough, if
exploded, to send the earth spinning off towards
Pluto. What's more, how do we know that scientists
in some secret lab are not close to perfecting a new
Zbomb?
(Eric Margolis is a member of the Canadian Insti-
tute of Strategic Studies)
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